We show that the following generalized version of Korn's second inequality with nonconstant measurable matrix valued coefficients P :
Introduction
Gårding's inequality plays a crucial role in the theory of elliptic partial differential equations and systems of equations. In the case of systems related to the linear elasticity second order systems, with which we are concerned, Gårding's inequality gives sufficient conditions for weak coercivity. More precisely, let Ω ⊂ R n be a bounded domain and let a mapping A : Ω → Lin(R n×n , R n×n ) be given. Define a bilinear form This is a vector-valued form of Gårding's inequality [8] . Note that Gårding's inequality makes a statement about functions with compact support, only. By strong coercivity we mean an inequality of the type
It is well known [30, p.74 ] that Gårding's inequality (1.2) is true, provided that A is uniformly continuous on Ω (continuous up to the boundary) and A satisfies a uniform Legendre-Hadamard condition
It is known that Caccioppoli's inequality, which is an integral inequality estimating the derivatives Du of weak solutions of the corresponding elliptic system in terms of u itself and which is decisive for showing regularity, may break down for merely measurable A satisfying the Legendre-Hadamard ellipticity condition, see [6] , while it is true for uniformly continuous A. K. Zhang [31, 32] presented an example such that the mapping A has measurable coefficients, Ω ⊂ R 3 , satisfying
However, this negative answer for weak coercivity of the bilinear form a for A with measurable coefficients is using a quadratic form a which is not formally positive. By formal positivity we understand that there exists some mapping A (which then corresponds to the square-root of A from (1.6)) such that a can be written as
For further use let us define for a given continuous mappingÂ :
where Φ ∈ L ∞ (Ω, R n×n ), at least. For such a structure we have [14, Th. 6.5.1, p.253]
(1.9)
if ϕ ∈ C 1 (Ω, R n ) and A(Dϕ(x)) satisfies the uniform Legendre-Hadamard ellipticity condition. If the bilinear form is formally positive, has variational structure a(u, u) = Ω |Ã(x).Du| 2 dx and satisfies the additional ellipticity conditioñ
10)
A(x).(ξ ⊗ η) =0 whenever ξ, η ∈ C n and ξ = 0, η = 0 , which implies the Legendre-Hadamard ellipticity condition, then one has the stronger inequality for functions without boundary conditions
ifÃ is uniformly continuous on Ω, see [9, 10] .
We are especially interested in such quadratic form that arise in generalizations of Korn's inequality [4, 26] , namely we consider the formally positive bilinear form
for given P ∈ L ∞ (Ω, GL + (3)). This defines the operatorÂ from above viaÂ(P ).X := [sym(XP )]P T . Here, sym X := 1 2 (X + X T ). Bilinear forms having this nonstandard shape are nonetheless ubiquitous, they appear e.g. in micromorphic elasticity models [11, 23, 20] , in geometrically exact formulations of plasticity [19, 18] , in Cosserat models [21] or in thin shell models [1, 2, 22] .
Note that a P cannot be reduced to a quadratic form of the linearized elastic strains sym Du for general P . Further discussions of coercivity for quadratic forms defined on the linearized strains and lack of coercivity for such models with inhomogeneous material parameters but satisfying the Legendre-Hadmard ellipticity condition can be found in [5, 33, 34, 35 ].
The geometrically exact Cosserat model
In order to see the significance of the new bilinear form (1.12) we briefly introduce the variational geometrically exact Cosserat model: the goal in this extended continuum model is to find the deformation ϕ : Ω ⊂ R 3 → R 3 and the Cosserat microrotation R :
Here, L c > 0 is defining an intrinsic length scale in the model, while the elastic Lamé coefficients satisfy µ e , 3λ e + 2µ e > 0. The model is geometrically exact in the sense that it is invariant under the rigid rotation (ϕ, R) → (Qϕ, QR) for any constant Q ∈ SO(3). This sets the model apart from linear elasticity. Existence for this model hinges on the coerciveness properties of
at given rotation tensor R ∈ SO(3). Our result below shows that coercivity of the Cosserat model w.r.t. deformations ϕ needs some additional smoothness which can be ensured via the curvature contribution W curv , see [24] . For applications of the Cosserat model in materials science, we refer to [15, 16, 25] . For P = 11 we obtain
which is a measure for the linear elastic strain. Gårding's inequality is then nothing else but a simplified version of Korn's second inequality [7, 27] on
Since the bilinear form a P satisfies a uniform Legendre-Hadamard ellipticity condition
for P such that det[P ] ≥ µ > 0 and P ∈ C(Ω, R n×n ), we infer weak coercivity e.g. from [30, p.74] 
(1.18)
Due to the special structure of the bilinear form a P it is easy to see that the ellipticity condition (1.10) is also satisfied and we know furthermore that a P is strictly coercive, provided that det[P ] ≥ µ > 0 and P ∈ C(Ω, R n×n ), see [12, 13, 17, 28] . If P is invertible but merely measurable, then we know that strong coercivity, i.e. Korn's first inequality, is in general not true [29] . If P is invertible, measurable, symmetric and positive definite, then strict coercivity in H 1 0 (Ω) is obtained, without further smoothness assumptions [28] . Finally, if
then strict coercivity is obtained as well by a simple transformation of variables argument.
By and large, a P from (1.12) is not strictly coercive if P is only invertible and measurable. Nevertheless, weak coercivity for a P , i.e., the generalization of Korn's second inequality, could still be true.
However, in this contribution we show by way of counterexamples that weak coercivity
(1.19) fails in general for P invertible and measurable. We generalize our counterexamples in the obvious way to the L q -setting, i.e.
does not hold for q > 1.
Main Part
For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to three space dimensions. From now on let Ω be an open, bounded set in R 3 and let P : Ω ⊂ R 3 → R 3×3 with P ∈ L ∞ (Ω) and det[P (x)] ≥ µ > 0 be given. Assume moreover q > 1.
Inequality (1.20) is equivalent to
It is known that inequality (2.1) holds, if we additionally assume that P ∈ C(Ω) [9, 10] . This is a generalization of Korn's second inequality. However, we shall show that this inequality is not in general true with noncontinuous, bounded coefficients P , under the structural assumption P ∈ SO(3). We even show that the following weaker inequality is not valid in this case:
We present two counterexamples to inequality (2.
2) The first one assumes that the coefficients P (x) are bounded and satisfy det[P (x)] = 1 a.e. on Ω, while the second counterexample assumes more about the coefficients: P ∈ SO(3). The construction in the second case is based on the following result by A. Cellina and S. Perrotta [3] : If Ω is an open, bounded set in R 3 , then there exists a mapping u ∈ W 1,∞ 0
on Ω. Even if the counterexample in the second case provides also a counterexample in the first one, we present a more elementary construction in the first case, which does not require the strong result of A. Cellina and S. Perrotta [3] . The ideas of our constructions are similar to the constructions presented by the second author in [28, 29] .
Our method of construction is direct and yields P having a finite number of elements. This result -due to a complicated structure of the rank-one connections -would be hard to obtain by the convex integration method.
To deal better with constants, we use the following definition of the L q -norm of a mapping P : Ω → R 3×3 . For
where |p i | denotes the Euclidean norm of the vector p i ∈ R 3 . Theorem 1. For each q > 1 and any open, bounded subset Ω of R 3 , there exist P ∈ L ∞ (Ω; R 3×3 ) with det[P ](x) = 1 and a sequence u n ∈ W 1,q
(a) Du n P + (Du n P ) T = 0 on the set Ω,
. . be open, disjoint subsets of the set Ω, such that the set Ω \ (Ω 1 ∪ Ω 2 ∪ . . .) has the measure zero. Let moreover R be a fixed rotation in R 3 such that Re i = ±e j for all i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. On each of the sets Ω n we construct two Vitali coverings: one of them with cubes Q ni (i = 1, 2, . . .), whose edges are parallel to the vectors e 1 , e 2 and e 3 and the other with cubes S nj (j = 1, 2, . . .), whose edges are parallel to the vectors Re 1 , Re 2 and Re 3 .
Therefore we have Ω n = Q n1 ∪ Q n2 ∪ . . ., where the interiors of the cubes Q ni (i = 1, 2, . . .) are disjoint, and similarly Ω n = S n1 ∪S n2 ∪. . ., where the interiors of the cubes S nj (j = 1, 2, . . .) are disjoint. We may moveover assume that the length of the edge of each cube Q ni and S nj is at most
Now on each of the sets Ω n define two mappings: u 1 n , u 2 n : Ω n → R as follows:
(Ω n ) and |Du
Since Re i = ±e j , the vectors Du
n (x) are not parallel and therefore they span a 2-dimensional plane π(x) in R 3 . Let v n (x) be the vector orthogonal to this plane, such that
Then since Re i = ±e j , we obtain c 1 < |v 3 n (x)| < c 2 , where the constants c 1 and c 2 are positive and depend only on R.
Define
Since the supports of the mappings P n (x) are disjoint, the above sum is actually a single summand for almost each x ∈ Ω and therefore P (x) = P n (x) for a.e. x ∈ Ω n . It follows therefore that P ∈ L ∞ (Ω; R 3×3 ). It is also clear that det[P (x)] = 1. Now define the mappings u n : Ω → R 3 with
and u n (x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω \ Ω n . Then using ( * ), we obtain
Hence u n ∈ W 1,∞ 0
(Ω) and the property (c) holds. Moreover, for x ∈ Ω n we have
and Du n (x)P (x) = 0 for x ∈ Ω \ Ω n . This shows property (a). Finally, to see property (b) note that
and the conclusion (b) follows. Theorem 2.
For each q > 1 and any open, bounded subset Ω of R 3 , there exist a mapping P : Ω → R
3×3
with P (x) ∈ SO(3) and a sequence u n ∈ W 1,q
(a) Du n P + (Du n P )
Proof
The construction is based on the following result of A. Cellina and S. Perrotta [3] : If Ω is an open, bounded set in R 3 , then there exists a mapping u ∈ W 1,∞ 0
Let Ω be represented, up to a set of measure 0, by a union of disjoint open sets Ω 1 , Ω 2 , . . .. On each of the sets Ω n we construct a Vitali covering with cubes Q ni (i = 1, 2, . . .). Therefore we have Ω n = Q n1 ∪ Q n2 ∪ . . ., where the interiors of the cubes Q ni (i = 1, 2, . . .) are disjoint. We may moveover assume that the length of the edge of each cube Q ni (i = 1, 2, . . .) is at most 1 n |Ω n | 1/q . Let Q be a unit cube and let v ∈ W 1,∞ 0 (Q; R 3 ) such that Dv(x) ∈ O(3) a.e. on Q. Let u(x) = (v 1 (x), v 2 (x), 0). Then Du 1 (x), Du 2 (x) have the length 1 and are orthogonal for a.e. x ∈ Q.
Set c = ||u|| ∞ . Then scaling and translating the mapping u, we construct on each cube Q ni a mapping u ni ∈ W n (x ∈ Q ni ) .
Extend the mappings u ni (i = 1, 2, . . .) from Q ni to Ω by setting u ni (x) = 0 on Ω \ Q ni and define
Then for a.e. x ∈ Q ni we have u n (x) = 1 |Ω n | 1/q u ni (x) .
Thus
|u n (x)| = 1 |Ω n | 1/q |u ni (x)| ≤ c n (x ∈ Ω) .
This shows the property (c). Now define P (x) as follows. If x ∈ Q ni , then define P (x) such that P (x) T is the rotation, which takes the vectors Du 
